Sleep Baby Filbertson Herlihy James Leo
understanding james leo herlihy - project muse - the sleep of baby filbertson and other stories 23 the
actual incident. as david gillady experiences in “laughter in the grave-yard,” also in the sleep of baby
filbertson, such hysteria is a result of the repression of trauma. but the repressed never remains hidden in
herlihy’s writing. herlihy, james leo. james leo herlihy letters to edward p ... - herlihy was also
successful as a fiction writer. in 1952, the . paris review. published a short story that would become the title
work of herlihy's 1959 collection, the sleep of baby filbertson and other stories. his first novel, all fall down
(1960), was followed by . midnight cowboy. in 1965, which was later adapted understanding james leo
herlihy - muse.jhu - 94 notes to pages 4–8 15ble had also written a number of plays, including starﬁsh
(1952). the play was also produced for kraft television theatre, nbc, on 27 june 1956. the inventory of the
james leo herlihy collection #1510 - james leo herlihy collection #1510 howard gotlieb archival research
center. box 1 box 8 box 5 box 9 box 3 box 4 box 3 herlihy, james leo gift of 1967 # 107 1. ... "the sleep of baby
filbertson." 1953. typescript with holograph corrections, 19 p. 4 . box 13 box 14. d. poem "sonnet." 1949.
typescript, 1 p. (#2) e. film treatment ... bailey, jeffrey. jeffrey bailey collection of james leo ... - bailey,
jeffrey. jeffrey bailey collection of james leo herlihy papers 1942-2006 (bulk dates 1953-1993) ... the sleep of
baby filbertson and other stories. his first novel, all fall down (1960), was followed by ... the jeffrey bailey
collection of james leo herlihy papers is a combination of correspondence and
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